In this paper we obtain the solution of one-phase inverse Stefan problem by homotopy analysis method. The distribution of temperature on the boundary such that ( ) ( )
Introduction
The following problem is considered: is the position of the freezing front, * u is temperature at the moving front, u(x, t), x and t are the temperature, spatial location and time , respectively. We assume that all the parameters are dimensionless. The inverse Stefan problem formulated above will be used in determining the boundary value ( ) t u , 0 of the temperature u(x, t) in the region ( ) t s x < < 0
. Inverse Stefan problems are ill-posed, meaning that some of the following, existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence on data are absent. Some regularization methods are required, and this is discussed by various authors [3] , [9] . In recent years, numerical methods such as the finite difference method and finite element method [6] and approximate analytical methods such as the Adomain decomposition method, the homotopy perturbation method and the heat integral method have been used to solve the inverse Stefan problem [2] [3] [4] , [7] , [10] . We employ the use of homotopy analysis method (HAM) proposed by Liao [11] [12] [13] to help us obtain exact and approximate solutions to the inverse Stefan problem. The homotopy analysis method has been used in recent years to solve ordinary and partial differential equations [1] and parabolic inverse problems [8] . Unlike the methods mentioned above, HAM avoids discretization, provides us with efficient numerical solution with high accuracy; minimal calculation and the avoidance of physical unrealistic assumptions. The convergence region for the series solution obtained by HAM is determined by the convergence-control parameter h. This article contains the following sections: In section 2 we discuss the methodology of the homotopy analysis method. We look at the solution of ( ) t v in section 3. At the end of section 3, we discuss and analyze the results.
Homotopy Analysis Method
To illustrate the basic idea of the HAM, we consider the following differential equation:
Where N is a nonlinear operator, x and t denote independent and dependent variables respectively, u is an unknown function and p(x,t) is the nonhomogeneous term. By means of HAM, we first construct a zeroth-order deformation equation 
which must be one of the solutions of the original nonlinear equation, as proven by Liao [12] . Define the vectors
Differentiating the zeroth-order deformation equation (2.2) m -times with respect to q and then dividing them by m! and finally setting q = 0 (Taking the mthorder homotopy derivative). Firstly, since L is a linear operator independent of q, it holds
and using Homotopy Properties [13] 
and Homotopy Property [13] 
Solution of Inverse Stefan Problem
In this paper, we use HAM to obtain the approximate analytical solution to the inverse Stefan Problem by finding both the temperature at the boundary ( ) ( )
and the temperature u(x,t) for (1.1)-(1.5).
Solution of one-phase inverse Stefan problem
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The following other conditions ( ) x ϕ , s (t), * u are known. The existence and uniqueness of (1.1) -(1.5) can be found in [5] . Using the solution procedure by HAM, we define a linear operator in the form. Solution procedure by HAM, we define a linear operator in the form
with the property
where ( ) The results obtained for ( ) 
Conclusion
We have shown that HAM can be used to accurately predict the results for both the temperature at a given boundary ( ) t v and the temperature u(x,t). We used the boundary condition defined in (1.4) to obtain the convergence-control parameter h, instead of the h-curves proposed by Liao [11] . The freedom in choosing h enables us to adjust and control the convergence of the solution series and this differentiates the homotopy analysis method from other existing methods such as the homotopy perturbation method, adomain decomposition method and variational iteration method. MAPLE was used for the computation presented in this paper.
